
The Best Way to Publicize Your Work

Conference Papers



Peer recognition
career development, professional contacts, etc

“Test” publication to get comments of 
professional audience

More current results than journal paper

Why Publish at Conferences?



Equal and unequal peers

Sometimes peer-reviewed before 
acceptance, sometimes not

Varies widely among conferences

Audience



No iterations

Quicker turnaround than journal paper 
submissions

The “Process”
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Reviewers are typically the conference 
chair and co-chairs

Only abstract or “extended” abstract

papers are either accepted or not; no iterations

sometimes recommended to be a poster (interactive) 
paper

Reviews



Usually, simple double-spaced format for 
abstract

Final accepted manuscript formatting 
typically done entirely by authors (word 
processor file)

More and more conference proceedings 
are being published as PDF files on CD 
for cost savings and convenience

Manuscript Format



Same rules as for journal papers

First author does not necessarily present 
paper at conference

Depends on travel arrangements

Author Order



Smaller version of journal paper

Same rules for content (abstract, 
introduction, conclusions, etc) apply

Content



See conference guidelines

Typically, 5-7 pages in final published 
form

Some conferences publish only abstracts

Length



Group tables and figures at the end of text
Check publication guidelines for conference

Color
probably not possible for paper proceedings

no problem for CD proceedings

General Advice



Abstract typically due about 6 months 
before conference

acceptance decision about 4-5 months before 
conference

Proceedings-ready paper often due before 
conference, so proceedings are available at 
conference

Sometimes not due until or even after conference

Timing



The “Other” Paper
The presentation

Typically PowerPoint (or other format) on 
a laptop computer

Very compressed version of proceedings 
paper

Sometimes includes newer results that 
may not be in proceedings paper



Length

Keep it short!

Rule #1: no more than 1 slide/minute

About 15-20 slides for 20 minutes
Do not exceed 25 slides in 20 minutes



Content
Remember you have very little time to 
convey your work, but . . .

The audience requires time to understand 
what you’re talking about (they start 
“cold”)

Carefully select only the most important 
points

Refer to proceedings paper for details



Rule #2: No more than 3 bullet items/
slide

Rule #3: No more than 2 lines/bullet

Audience should not have to “read” your 
slide



Rule #4: use only small tables

Graphs are much better than tables

Rule #5: keep your slide format simple
Do not include distracting elements

Background “master slide” usually contains 
author’s affiliation, e.g. University of Arizona



Don’t . . .



...clutter your slides with useless graphics and text



...use unnecessarily complicated graphics



...or...



...and one more... 



Bad



Good

Benefits:

• >100W/kg power/weight ratio

• shockless deployment

Description:

• lightweight photovoltaic solar array

• Copper-Indium-Diselenide cells

• shaped memory hinges

Partners:

• Phillips Lab

• Lockheed Martin Corp.

Validation:

measure effects of 

• on-orbit radiation

• thermal stresses

• exposure to atomic oxygen


